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Hybrid System of Reinforcement Learning and Flocking Control in
Multi-robot Domain
Hung Manh La, Ronny Lim and Weihua Sheng
Abstract— In multi-robot domain, one of the important
problems is to achieve cooperation among robots. In this paper
we propose a hybrid system that integrates reinforcement
learning and flocking control in order to create adaptive and
intelligent multi-robot systems. We study two problems of
multi-robot concurrent learning of cooperative behaviors: (1)
how to generate efficient combination of high level behaviors
(discrete states and actions) and low level behavior (continuous
states and actions) for multi-robot cooperation; (2) how
to coordinate concurrent learning process in a distributed
fashion. To evaluate our theoretic framework we apply it
to solve the problem of how a multi-robot network learns
to avoid predator while maintaining network topology and
connectivity. The experiments and simulations are performed
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid system.
Keywords: Reinforcement learning, Flocking control, multirobot systems, hybrid system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In multi-robot system, one of the important research problems is to achieve cooperation among robots by distributed
control methodology. In recent years, machine learning techniques such as reinforcement learning have been developed
for multi-robot systems to allow the robots to learn cooperation [1], [2]. However, traditional reinforcement learning
assumes discrete and finite state/action spaces; therefore, it
is difficult to be directly applied to most real applications
that inherently involve with continuous and infinite space.
Furthermore, even if the states can be discretized, the learned
elementary behaviors are still discrete. In addition, the
switching of discrete behaviors usually causes the control of
the robots become non-smooth, which is undesirable in most
applications. To tackle this issue, several methods have been
proposed to make the reinforcement learning methods work
in continuous environment [3], [4], [5]. However, these methods mostly focus on the approach of action approximation
such as trying to estimate the state/action values based on
known environments instead of using discrete lookup tables.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid system that integrates
reinforcement learning and flocking control. Furthermore, to
evaluate our theoretic framework we apply it to solve the
problem of how a mobile robot network learns to avoid
predators while maintaining topology and connectivity.
From biology we known that there are several antipredator functions in animal aggregations [6], [7], [8]. One
reason why fish schools and bird flocks move together is
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that it becomes difficult for predators to pick out individual
prey from groups because many moving preys create a
sensory overload of the predator’s visual channel [6]. Based
on the fact that all preys should form a group to avoid
predator efficiently our paper focuses on distributed decision
making problem where individuals have a number of options
(safe places) to choose from. Often in these decisions there
is a benefit for consensus, where all individuals choose
the same of the available options. However, the consensus
methods [9], [10] require a connected network in which all
robots can communicate together. This may not be valid
in real environments because sometimes some robots may
not connect to the network. Therefore, in this paper we
are interested in the problem of reaching consensus even
when robots cannot connect to the network all the time, but
they still can make right decisions based on the proposed
reinforcement learning algorithm. We address two problems
of multi-robot concurrent learning of cooperative behaviors:
• How to generate efficient combination of high level
behaviors (discrete states and actions) and low level
behavior (continuous states and actions) in flocking
control for multi-robot cooperation.
• How to coordinate concurrent learning process in a
distributed fashion.
II. F LOCKING C ONTROL A LGORITHM
In this section we present the distributed flocking control
algorithm. Basically this algorithm allows the robots to move
together without collision, avoid obstacles and track the
target. First, we consider n robots moving in an m (e.g., m =
2, 3) dimensional Euclidean space. The dynamic equations
of each robot are described as:

q̇i = pi
(1)
ṗi = ui , i = 1, 2, ..., n.
here qi , pi ∈ Rm are the position and velocity of robot i,
respectively, and ui is the control input of robot i.
To describe the topology of flocks we consider a dynamic
graph G consisting of a vertex set ϑ = {1, 2..., n} and an edge
set E ⊆ {(i, j) : i, j ∈ ϑ, j , i}. In this topology each vertex
denotes one member of the flock, and each edge denotes
the communication link between two members. We define a
neighborhood set of robot i as follows:

Niα = j ∈ ϑ : kq j − qi k ≤ r, ϑ = {1, 2, ..., n} , j , i , (2)

here r is an active range (radius of neighborhood circle in the
case of two dimensions, m = 2, or radius of neighborhood
sphere in the case of three dimensions, m = 3), and k.k is
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the Euclidean distance. The superscript α indicates the actual
neighbors (α neighborhood robots) of robot i that is used to
distinguish with virtual neighbors (β neighborhood robots)
in the case of obstacle avoidance.
The set of β neighbors (virtual neighbors) [11] of robot i
at time t with k obstacles is
n
o
′
β
Ni (t) = k ∈ ϑβ : kq̂i,k − qi k ≤ r , ϑβ = {1, 2, ..., k}
(3)
′

′

here r is selected to be less than r, in our simulations r =
0.6r. ϑβ is a set of obstacles. q̂i,k , p̂i,k are the position and
velocity of robot i projecting on the obstacle k, respectively.
The virtual neighbors are used to generate the repulsive force
to push the robots away from the obstacles. The moving
obstacles are considered as the predators.
The geometry of flocks is modeled by an α-lattice [11]
that meets the following condition:
kq j − qi k = d, j ∈ Niα ,

(4)

here d is a positive constant indicating the distance between
robot i and its neighbor j. However, at singular configuration (qi = q j ) the collective potential used to construct the
geometry of flocks is not differentiable. Therefore, the set of
algebraic constrains in (4) is rewritten in term of σ - norm
[11] as follows:
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the predators. The pair (q(Niα ∪{i}) , p(Niα ∪{i}) ) is defined as

|Niα ∪{i}|
1
 q α
qi
(Ni ∪{i}) = |N α ∪{i}| ∑i=1
i
here |Niα ∪ {i}| is the
α ∪{i}|
|N
1
i
 p α
pi
(Ni ∪{i}) = |N α ∪{i}| ∑i=1
i
number of agents in agent i’s local neighborhood including
agent i itself. More details of the these terms, see [11], [12].
III. G ENERAL F RAMEWORK OF H YBRID S YSTEM
M ULTI - ROBOT D OMAIN

IN

Our goals in developing the cooperative learning algorithm
in a distributed fashion are to:
• allow the robots to learn even with continuous states
and actions.
• coordinate concurrent learning process to generate an
efficient control policy in a distributed fashion.
With regards to the limitation of discrete and finite space,
we propose the hybrid system of reinforcement learning in
discrete space and network controller (flocking controller)
in continuous space as shown in Figure 1. This control
architecture has two main parts, the reinforcement learning
module (high level learning) and flocking controller module
(low level).

kq j − qi kσ = d α , j ∈ Niα ,
here the constraint d α = kdkσ with d = r/kc , where kc is
the scaling factor. The σ - norm,pk.kσ , of a vector is a map
Rm =⇒ R+ defined as kzkσ = 1ε [ 1 + εkzk2 − 1] with ε > 0.
Unlike the Euclidean norm kzk, which is not differentiable at
z = 0, the σ - norm kzkσ , is differentiable every where. This
property allows to construct a smooth collective potential
function for robots.
The distributed flocking control algorithm proposed in our
previous work [12] (this algorithm is the extension of the
flocking control algorithm in [11]) controls all robots to
form an α-lattice configuration. This algorithm is presented
as follows:
ui

= cα1

∑α φα (kq j − qikσ )ni j + cα2 ∑α ai j (q)(p j − pi)

j∈Ni
β

+c1

∑

j∈Ni
β

φβ (kq̂i,k − qi kσ )n̂i,k + c2

∑

bi,k (q)( p̂i,k − pi )

Fig. 1. The hybrid system for reinforcement learning and flocking controller
in multi-robot domain.

The flocking controller (5) is the network controller to
control all robots to move together without collision and
−ct1 (qi − qt ) − ct2 (pi − pt )
track a stationary or moving target. In addition, the flocking
mc
mc
−c1 (q(N α ∪{i}) − qt ) − c2 (p(Niα ∪{i}) − pt ).
(5) controller allows the robots to avoid predator based on a
i
repulsive force generated from an artificial potential field
β β
mc are
In this control protocol, cα1 , cα2 , c1 , c2 , ct1 , ct2 , cmc
and
c
induced by the predator. However, this repulsive force can
1
2
positive constants. φα (z) is the action function to control the make the network break up. Therefore, we need to combine
attractive or repulsive forces between robot i and its neighbor both flocking control and reinforcement learning together
j. φβ (z) is the action function to control the repulsive force to allow all robots to flock together in order to avoid the
between robot i and its obstacle k. ni j and n̂i,k are the predator in an efficient way while maintaining formation
vectors along the line to connect the pair (qi , q j ), and the (topology) and connectivity.
pair (q̂i,k , qi ), respectively. ai j (q) and bi,k (q) are adjacency
The reinforcement learning module is the key of the
matrices, respectively. qt and pt are the position and velocity controller, and it is integrated with the flocking controller.
of the target, respectively. In this paper we consider qt as The goal is to select one of the safe places for the flocking
the safe place that the robots need to go there to escape controller to allow the prey (robot) to escape from the
β
k∈Ni

β
k∈Ni
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predator. By retrieving the states and rewards, the reinforcement learning module allows to find the appropriate safe
place for each high level behavior so that the topology and
connectivity of the network can be maintained.
All robots in a cooperative multi-robot system can influence each other. Hence, it is important to ensure that the
actions selected by the individual robots result in optimal
decisions for the whole group. We consider the problem of
computing a coordinated action for a group of n robots. Each
robot i selects an individual action ai from its action set Ai .
Then, a joint action for whole group is a = (a1 , ..., an ) which
generates a reward R(a) for whole team. The coordination
problem is to find the optimal joint action a∗ that maximizes
R(a), or a∗ = arg maxa R(a).
IV. M ODELING AND C OOPERATIVE L EARNING
A LGORITHM
A. Model of multi-robot learning to avoid predator
Before we model the multi-robot learning to avoid predator we have the following assumptions:
• Each robot (prey) can sense the position and velocity
of its neighbors.
• All robots can flock together (based on flocking control)
with fixed topology in free space.
• Each robot can sense the location of the predator within
the sensing range.
We would like to build a learning algorithm in which
the robots (preys) should cooperate to avoid the predator
together. We are interested in the problem of how to design
an intelligent robot network to avoid predator in an efficient
way. This problem can be illustrated in Figure 2. In this
figure, the robots try to learn to make the same decision
(select same safe place to go) so that the network will not
break up, or the connectivity can be maintained.

9

The velocity of the predator is faster than that of the
prey (robot).
These behaviors of the predator will cause the prey network
to break up. As a result, the preys will not flock together
[6]. This is one of the reasons that the preys have to learn
in a cooperative fashion so that they can agree on the same
solution such as finding the same safe place to escape the
predator. From these analyses, we model the preys (robots)
as follows:
•

Fig. 3. Illustration of the predator and prey detection ranges. R1 is the
active range of the robot (prey), R2 is the predator detection range, and R p
is the prey detection range.

All robots flock together in free space and form an alpha
lattice formation [11] based on the distributed flocking
control law (5).
• If the predators go into the detection range (R2 ), the
robot should learn and select one of the safe places to
go (see Figure 3).
• If the predators go into the risk area (R1 ), the robot
should move away based on the repulsion force.
With the built models of the predator and prey our learning
goal is how the robots can cooperate together to avoid
predator while they have to maintain network performance
such as the connectivity and topology. To achieve this goal
we propose a cooperative learning algorithm as discussed in
the next subsection.
•

B. Cooperative Learning Algorithm

Fig. 2.

Illustration of the safe places to choose.

First, we build the model of the predators as follows:
• The predator tries to go into the center of the network.
This behavior of the predator is usually modeled in most
situations [13], [14].

In this section we develop a cooperative reinforcement
learning (Q learning) algorithm. We compare it with an
independent reinforcement learning algorithm. Let the current state and action, and the reward of robot i be si , ai , ri ,
respectively. Then let the next state and action of robot i
be s,i , a,i , respectively. At each moment, we have a partially
observable environment. This means that not all robots can
see the predator, and each robot only communicates with
its neighbors to exchange local information. We have the
following models for the state, action and reward.
The state: we assume that when the learning mode starts
(all robots flocked together and formed an alpha lattice
formation) the state is initialized. The state is defined as the
number of the predators n p and the number of neighboring
robots nr in the viewing range of robot i, si = [n p , nr ]. For
example, if one predator and 6 neighboring robots in the
viewing range of the robot i then the state for robot i is
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(1, 6). If only 6 neighboring robots and no predator in the
viewing range of the robot i then the state for robot i is (0,
6). If the robot i performs the action i.e. follows the virtual
,
leader, it will keep moving until the next state changes si , si .
The maximum number of the states depends on the number
of the robots. Hence, we have the maximum total number of
the states of robot i to be (n − 1, 1), (n − 1, 0), (n − 2, 1), (n −
2, 0),...,(0, 1), (0, 0). In general, the maximum total number
of the states of robot i in the case of one predator equals to
(n − 1) × 2. Since all robots want to maintain the connection
to the network, they want to avoid states (0, 1) and (0, 0).
The action: assume that the predator goes any direction
in the field to attack the prey (robot) in convenient way,
hence the desired actions of the robots to avoid predator are:
go to one of four safe places to escape. If we encode 4
safe places as numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, we have for each robots
as Ai = [1, 2, 3, 4]. In the case the predator enters the
risk area then the robot will generate the repulsive force
to keep away from the predator. Additional actions can be
introduced if desired. The illustration of this scenario is
shown in Figure 4. The action, selecting one of safe places,
   

   

 
   

   

Fig. 4.

   

The predator avoidance strategy.

is generated in Reinforcement Learning module. Then, this
action is implemented in the flocking controller. Basically, it
is one of four rendezvous points that all robots are desired
to go there.
The reinforcement reward: the reinforcement reward signal
changes in the experiments, depending on the input data
that is received. Two behaviors of the robot are considered
as avoiding predator and increasing the number of the
neighboring robots up to a certain number. For this purpose,
the reward is defined as follows:
The positive reward is given if the robot maintains the
number of its neighbors. The negative reward is given if
the robot loses its neighbors. Specificly, the higher negative
reward is given if the robot loses more neighbors. In hexagonal lattice configuration, the robot inside the network has 6
neighbors, and the robot on the border of the network has 1
to 5 neighbors. Based on this fact we can define the reward
function as follows:
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if |Niα | < 6 then
ri = |Niα |;
else
ri = 6 (keep an α-lattice configuration);

The delayed reward approach has been followed, so the
reward is computed after each learning trial.
1) Cooperative Learning Algorithm Description: In cooperative fashion, each robot collects its own Q value based
on its action/state and its neighbors actions/states. The idea
of this collection is illustrated in Figure (5)

Fig. 5.
Q value collection based on the robot’s action/state and its
neighboring actions/states.

Algorithm 1: Majority Action Following Algorithm
(MAF)
for each robot i do
Step 1. Ask/observe its neighbors decisions.
Step 2. Select the action that most robots in the
inclusive neighborhood set (i ∪ Niα ) follow.
if the number of robots in each group in the set
(i ∪ Niα ) selecting the same action are the same then
Go to Step 3;
Step 3. The robot i will keep its own decision;
else
Go back to Step 2.

For decision making, first each prey select next action
based on maximum Q value. Then the final decision is based
on Majority Action Following Algorithm (MAF) as shown in
Algorithm 1. In general, we propose the cooperative learning
algorithm as shown in Algorithm 2.
V. E XPERIMENT AND S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section we test our cooperative learning algorithm
(Algorithm 2) combining with the distributed flocking control algorithm (5) in term of connectivity, topology and
reward. To do the experiment we use 8 real robots, however
for evaluating of connectivity, topology and reward, we use
15 robots in simulation and run our algorithm in several
training episodes.
Experimental setup:
In this experiment we use 8 Rovio robots [15] that
have omni-directional motion capability. Especially, 7 Rovio
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Algorithm 2: Cooperative Learning in Distributed Fashion
Set parameters α and γ.
Build the state list and action list for each robot
for each episode do
for each robot i do
Initialization phase:
- Initialize the matrix Qi
- Find initial state (si ) that corresponds with the
one in the state list.
- Randomly select one of actions (ai ) in the
action list.
Update phase (after robot i do the selected
action):
- Update the next state (s,i ).
- Select the next action (a,i ) based on maximum
Qi value.
- Compute the reward ri .
- Compute Qi value:

actions.
For example if we encode 4 safe places (4 actions) as
numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, then 4 optimal joint actions are:
111111111111111; 222222222222222; 333333333333333
and 444444444444444.
This means that all preys have to agree on the same
action in order to satisfy the tasks such as maintain the same
topology and connectivity.
   ! "#
$%&% '() ( ,'+-. $%&% '() ( *+(

$%&% '() ( / $(0%( $('(+

Qi (si , ai ) ⇐ Qi (si , ai )+α[ri +γQi (s,i , a,i )−Qi (si , ai )]
Fig. 6.

- Update Qi based on its neighbors:
|Niα |

Qi (si , ai ) ⇐ Qi (si , ai ) +

∑ Q j (s j , a j )

j=1

- Set the next state as the current state.
Action implementation phase:
- Final action is selected based on Majority
Action Following Algorithm (Algorithm 1).
end
end

robots are used as preys, and one Rovio robot is used as
a predator. Basically, these robots can freely move in 6
directions. The dynamic model of the Rovio robot can be
approximated by Equation (1). However, the accuracy of the
localization of the Rovio robot is low, and the robot does
not has any sensing device to sense the pose (position and
velocity) of its neighbors or the obstacles. Hence we use a
VICON system setup [16] in our lab (Figure 6) that includes
12 infrared cameras to track moving objects. This tracking
system can give the location and velocity of each moving
object with high accuracy.
The active range of each robot is r = 600mm. The desired
distance among robots is d = 550mm, and ε = 0.1 for the
σ-norm.
Number of actions = 4 (4 safe places to escape predator).
This results 415 = 1073741824 (≈1 billion) possible joint
actions (huge search space).
In each learning episode:
- The robots have different initial deployments (randomly).
- The environments are changed (different obstacle distributions, and different trajectories and initial locations of the
predator)
- The learning task is to find out one of 4 optimal joint
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Infrared cameras tracking system for experimental setup.

Figure 7 shows the result of the first training episode.
Since in the first time the robots do not have any experience
of the environment (the behavior of the predator), they failed
to agree on the same action. Hence, the network is broken.
In the second episode (it is not shown here since the space
is limited), the learning result is better since more than 50
percent of the robots agree on the same safe place to go.
In the third episode the learning is converged and all of the
robots choose the same action (same safe place) (see Figure
8). Therefore the connectivity is maintained.
Connectivity Evaluation:
To analyze the connectivity of the network we define a
connectivity matrix [ci j (t)] as follows:

1, i f j ∈ Niα (t), i , j
[ci j (t)] =
0, i f j < Niα (t), i , j
and cii = 0. Since the rank of Laplacian [11] of a connected
graph [ci j (t)] of order n is at most (n − 1) or rank([ci j (t)]) ≤
(n − 1), the relative connectivity of a network at time t
1
is defined as: C(t) = n−1
rank([ci j (t)]). If 0 ≤ C(t) < 1
the network is broken, and if C(t) = 1 the network is
connected. From the result in Figure 9 we can see with the
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Fig. 9.
Connectivity evaluation for our proposed cooperative learning
algorithm (a, b), here (b) is a zoom-in at episode 4th of (a)

proposed cooperative learning algorithm the connectivity of
the network is maintained after 3 training episodes.
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Fig. 7. The trajectories of 7 Rovio robots and one predator in the first learning episode. The green small squares are the safe places, and the filled red
squares are the obstacles.

120

Topology Evaluation:
The topology of the network is evaluated based on the
following algorithm: We clearly see that if T = 0 the

100

80

60

for each robot i do
if |Niα | changes then
Topology: Ti = abs(|Niα (k)| − |Niα (k − 1)|) (k is
time step or iteration)
else if |Niα | does not change, but indices of |Niα |
change then
Topology: Ti = number of index changes
else
Topology: Ti = 0
For the whole network :Topology: T

= ∑ni=1 Ti

topology of the network does not change, and if T > 0 the
topology of the network changes. In addition, if T is big
the topology changes much, and otherwise it change a little.
From the result in Figure 10 we can see with our proposed
cooperative learning algorithm the topology of the network
does not change after 3 training episodes.
Reward Evaluation:
The global reward is computed as R = ∑ni=1 ri . From the
result in Figure 11 with our proposed cooperative learning
algorithm we can obtain a maximum global reward with a

40
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0

Fig. 10.
algorithm.

0
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1500

2000

2500

Topology evaluation for our proposed cooperative learning

value of 62 after about 2000 iterations.
For more details about these results please see some
video files which are available at the following website:
htt p : //www.hungla.org/research.php
VI. C ONCLUSION
We proposed a hybrid system that integrates flocking
control and reinforcement learning to allow robots to behave
intelligently in continuous space. Reinforcement learning is
developed based on cooperative Q learning and Majority
Action Following Strategy (MAF). We evaluated the proposed hybrid system for the case of multi-robot learning
to avoid predator. We showed that the proposed cooperative Q learning allows the network to quickly find out
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the optimal joint action. This also allows the network to
maintain its topology and connectivity while avoiding the
predator. Experimental and simulation results are collected
to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed system.
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